Seven major kinds of bad" or "dishonest" marking systems much used by English teachers ar" briefly deserted. English teachers are urged to be more aware of recent publications which evaluate various marking systems. (B )
Seven Classic Ways of Grading Dishonestly
Orville Palmer
After identifying seven sins in grading practices, the author invites English teachers "to take a long look at the ftplosive evaluation situation in our American schools." Mr. Sonic of these kinds of dishonesty doubtless are tied to personality traits, others derive from teaching or training background, and some must stem from other sources. A study of English teach-. ers and their grading systems, I suspect, would constitute a fascinating psychological inVestigation. As a contribution toward such a study. I would like to Here, of course, we face a problem of degree, of shades of gray. Probably there does not exist an English teacher who has wholly freed himself of "halo effect," of all those tangibks and intangibles of personal approval or disapproval of students' attitudes and conduct Teaching is not, and should not be, an impersonal, cold-blooded enterprise. To the extent that it is not, however, it becomes increasingly difficult . to male evaluation wholly impersonal. Yet I have observed that one excellent measure of a teacher's honesty and rectitude is the respect that students give to grades bestowed by the teacher known for his fairness and scrupulousness in meriting. Until the sheer weight of oversize classes or the scythe of Father Tune cuts down these teachers, they average up their dozens of minor and major grades, wing elaborate formulas of computation and weighting, secure in the belief they have evolved a scientific, fair system of evaluation. Possibly they have, but I would suggest they have paid too high a price for it. The wine that issues from diar wine press almost always tastes of crushed seeds and hos lost its bouquet in the process. The good will, the student rapport, the main purposes of English course work have been lost somewhere in the process.
5. Changing tbe ruks in mid-game is a fifth way to grade dishonestly, and it is akoays a temptation to a harried or uncertain teacher. It amounts to shifting the grading standards, either up or down, for workbook tests, themes, examinations, and so on. The teacher may start off the course by distributing quantities of low or failing grades, to frighten the children into greater effort, then ease his standards later. Or he may tighten his rrading at mid-term, to put spurs into the lazy and laggard, to discipline an unruly class, or merely to recay a grading curve that threatens to be top-heavy with A's and B's and unballasted with failures.
Here, too, we discover the irate teacher who decides to "ga tough" about bad veiling or bad grammar.
HenceforwaM it will be an automatic F for every theme with two or more misspelled words, an F for any essay examination with a run-on sentence, and SO OIL Strewing, with booby traps the field across which the student must march, making a hazard-cluttered obstacle course of every theme, may or may not eliminate misspelled words arid rambling sentences. It can usually be counted on to put frost on the fragile flower of student creativity and enthusiasm, to-put greater tension between teacher NW student, even to make learning an ordeal or out of the question.
6. A sixth kind of dishonesty is displayed by the psychic grader. His is an ingenuous methodit can scarcely be The psychic teacher may inform you that he, for one, has no need for anything so coarse-meshed 2S a tCSt to catch his fish in. You are given to understand that he can tell almost immediately, in his bones or by means inscrutable to ordinary man, who the A students will be, who nhe B. And he will swear by the distinction between the two. To this teacher tests are superfluous or at best mere window dressing. 7. A final classic method of grading dishonestlyand one we all have encountered at least once between grade school and graduate schoolanchors the grading system in tbe rainbow of an impossible perfection. Teachers .adheritig to this system inform their students, in effect, that an A is out of the quation, and that only the most brilliant and industrious can hope for the accolade of a B. Often this teacher can be counted on to fail twice as many stub dents as anyone else in his department. He prides himself on his high standards.
Ana he grumbks at his soft-hearted colleagues' habit of debasing departmental standards by the indiscriminate bestowal of high grades and by s rabbithearted reluctance to fail the dulkrds.
When you challenge their use of one or more of the above systems or ways 411, CLASSIC WAYS OF GRADING DISHONESTLY 467 of grading, some English teachers stubbornly and even angrily reply that it is perfectly fair to use any set of rules you Ile, so long as you have all your students running the same race and abiding by the same set of rules. This of course has a sporting air to it and seems to doff its cap to egalitarian democracy and our American way of life.
The fact remains that such a reply is specious. The students in any high school English class are not running one race but several. They are also racing all the other academic classes in their school, and (if college bound) thcy are racing all the other students in all the othcr high schools in the land.
lf every English .teacher makes his own set of rules, and answers to no one's conscience but his own, there can only be anarchy in these races. This, in a very real sense, is the state of affairs tnday.
Of course, nothing can bc more corrosive of values and goals than the concept of academic COMM 25 "races" in which the winners snatch the A's, the runners-up win the B's, and the alsorams receive only C's and worse. When thc grade becomes more important than the learning itself, education itself is 
